N & HR GSDC Members Competition Coffs Harbour – Saturday 28th May 2016

Judge – Ian Urie
LONG STOCK COAT
1.

Kingland Whole Lotta Kayos
Sire: *Odin Delle Terra Maltildiche HD/ED
Very Promising

2100443871
Dam: Kingland Lolita AZ

Intermediate LSC Bitch
2.

*Eroica Duchess of York AZ
Sire: Conbhairean Lauser (UK)

51008479
Dam: Ch Narrathor Jazz Diva AZ

60cms Large, glamourous, well pigmented bitch of very good type, feminine head with well
set ears, good eye colour, slightly short neck, normal wither, firm back, well laid croup of
good length, very good angulation of both the fore and hind quarter, good fore chest and
slightly short under chest. Steps correct coming and going and stands correct in front, shows
very good ground covering movement where she tends to loose the wither line a little.
Very Good
Open LSC Bitch
3.

*Kelinpark Icing on the Cake
Sire: Ch Kelinpark Travellin Man AZ

2100412729
Dam: *Kelinpark Butterscotch AZ

61cms very large, LSC bitch of very good type and proportions presenting a very good over
line in stance, good feminine head, well set ears and medium eye colour, very good neck
carriage, stands with high wither, firm back and well moulded slightly steep croup, good
forequarter where the upper arm could still be a little longer and very good hind angulation,
very good chest proportions, stands correct in front and steps correct coming and going ,
shows very good ground covering movement where she carries a high wither line and
presents a particularly nice picture on the move.
Very Good – (as too young)

Best Bitch

3

STOCK COAT
Baby Puppy Bitch SC

14.

Kelinpark Malteser (AI)
Sire: *Cobra D’Ulmental (ITA)

2100446163
Dam: *Ch Kelinpark Butterscotch AZ

4

Kieserhund Kickin Back
Sire: Ambala On Fire AZ

4100267370
Dam: Kieserhund Diamond Lil

12.

Kuirau Jorjie Girl
Sire: *Veneze Lutz HE ED (Imp UK)

2100444757
Dam: *Kuirau Chakira AZ

8.

Kelinpark Lollipop
Sire: *Labo Vom Schollweiher SCH (Imp Gmy)

2100444877
Dam: *Kelinpark Vanilla Fudge

10.

Scherzar Urakg
Sire: *Ch Toujour Beau Thunder Storm AZ

2100445342
Dam: Scherzar Ramblin Rose

11.

Brayline Kontiki Fire
Sire: *Ch Fremont Hells Bells AZ

21004453843
Dam: *saranburg Liquid Fire AZ

13.

Kelinpark Mint Patti (AI)
Sire: *Cobra D’Ulmental (ITA)

2100446164
Dam: *Ch Kelinpark Butterscotch AZ

All very promising

Minor Bitch
16
KINGLAND VENICE
Sire: *Ury vom Zisawinkel (Deu) a ED
15

KAYROSSI ATHENA
Sire: *Andacht Uknow Im It AZ

2100443770
Dam: *Kingland Nickita AZ
4100267163
Dam: *Ch Sanjessa Hot Gossip AZ

Very promising
PUPPY BITCH
17
KAYROSSI LOGOLICIOUS
Sire: *Logo v Radhaus HD ED (Imp SRB)

4100263407
Dam: *Kayrossi Ms Behaving AZ

19

BRIGENTI JUST BE HAPPY (AI)
Sire: *Cobra D’Ulmental (ITA)

2100437659
Dam: Brigenti Harmony Gold AZ

20

KIESERHUND JOY RIDE
Sire: *Ambala On Fire AZ

4100262706
Dam: Kieserhund Zahara

Very Promising

Junior Bitch
22.

KELINPARK KRISPI CREME
Sire: *Xaro vd Plassenburg (Imp Deu) a ED

2100426284
Dam: *Ch Kelinpark Sinnamon AZ

59cms well above medium size strong bitch of very good type and proportions, well
pigmented, good head with large but well set ears, medium eye colour, stands with normal
wither, firm back, well laid croup, well angled forequarter where the upper arm could be
little longer very good hind angulation, very good chest proportions, steps slightly narrow
going and correct coming, stands correct in front, shows very good relaxed ground covering
movement.

23

KUIRAU IM A DIVA
Sire: *Xaro vd Plassenburg (Imp Deu) a ED

2100427451
Dam: *Kuirau Takeira AZ

60cms large, medium strong, black and gold bitch of very good type and slightly stretched
proportions, feminine head with well set ears, medium eye colour, stands with high wither,
firm back, slight peak in the topline, well laid croup, good forequarter where the upper arm
could still be a little better angled, very good hind angulation, good chest proportions for her
age, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, shows balanced movement
where the fore reach could still be more pronounced.

21

KUIRAU HONEY SUCKLE ROSE
Sire: *Ch Kuirau Casey Stoner AZ

2100424513
Dam: *Kuirau Wild Rose AZ

59cms well above medium size, medium strong bitch of good overall type and proportions,
good head, slightly wide set ears, medium eye colour, stands with a high wither, firm back
and well laid slightly short croup, good forequarter where the upper arm could be better
angled, very good hind angulation, good fore chest and slightly short under chest, stands
correct in front, steps correct coming and going and shows good ground covering
movement.
All Very Good
Intermediate Bitch

27

FREMONT MORTAL SIN AZ
Sire: *Ch As Du Domaine Val D’Aulnoy

2100411988
Dam: *Vladamir Envy Is A Sin AZ

58cms (tooth certificate supplied no.158 - missing canine upper left) above medium size,
sable bitch of very good type and proportions strong but still feminine head with well set
ears and medium eye colour, good length of neck, high wither, firm back, and well moulded
just slightly steep croup, well angled forequarter where the upper arm could be a fraction
longer and very good hind angulation, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and
going, moves with powerful drive and good ground coverage.

25

*BRIGENTI ICE FLAME AZ
2100379571
Sire: *Ury vom Zisawinkel (Imp Deu) a ED Dam: *Karma von Schwarzaugen (Imp Deu)
60cms large well coloured bitch of very good type and slightly stretched proportions, the
overall pigment could be stronger, good head with well set ears, the eye colour should be
darker, very good neck carriage, stands with high wither, firm straight back and slightly short
croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulations, and very good chest proportions stands
correct in front, steps correct coming and going and shows very good ground covering
movement.
All very good

Open Bitch

30

*KAYROSSI BE WITCHED HT AZ
Sire: *Pepe vd Zenteiche (Imp Deu) HD ED

4100238587
13/11/13
Dam: *Kayrossi Ms Demeanour

AZ
60cms large strong bitch of very good type and proportions strong still feminine head with
well set ears, the eye colour could be darker, stands with high wither, firm back, slightly
short, slightly steep croup, very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter, very good
chest proportions, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, moves with
powerful drive and good reach with a slightly hackneyed forehand action.
Excellent

Best Bitch: 27
Baby Puppy Dog (LSC)
31

KUIRAU JUST TELL US
Sire: *Veneze Lutz
Very promising

2100444755
Dam: *Kuirau Chakira AZ

Baby Puppy Dog
34

SCHERZAR UR RAVEN
Sire: *Ch Toujour Beau Thunder Storm AZ

35

KELINPARK MAGNUM (AI)
Sire: *Cobra D’Ulmental (ITA)

36

ELCANTINA DESERT DUNE (AI)
Sire: Juwika Destroyer (Imp Den)
All Very Promising

2100445338
Dam: Scherzar Ramblin Rose
2100308520
Dam: *Ch Kelinpark Butterscotch AZ
2100448085
Dam: Ch Kingland Hot Gossip AZ

Minor Puppy Dog
37

KINGLAND WHATS UP SARGE
Sire: *Odin Delle Terra Matildiche HD ED (Ita)

2100443870
Dam: *Kingland Lolita AZ

Junior Dog
39

KUIRAU IVAN LENDL
Sire: *Xaro vd Plassenburg (Imp Deu) a ED

2100427447
Dam: *Ch Kuirau Takeira AZ

65cms large medium strong well pigmented and coloured dog of good type and proportions,
good head with well set ears and medium eye colour, stands with high wither, firm back and
well laid just slightly short croup, good forequarter where the upper arm could still be better
angled, good hind angulation, good fore chest and slightly short under chest , stands correct
in front, steps slightly close both coming and going, shows powerful balanced movement
where the fore reach could still be a little more pronounced.
Very Good

Open Dog
40

*CH KUIRAU CASEY STONER AZ
Sire: *Toby vd Plassenburg (Deu) a ED

2100370674
Dam: *Ch Kuirau Takeira AZ

65.5cms very large masculine well coloured dog of very good type and proportions, good
masculine head where the masking could be a little more pronounced, well set ears and dark
eyes, this dog presents a particularly pleasing picture in stance. Good neck carriage, high
wither, firm back well laid croup, very good angulations of the fore and hind quarter very
good chest proportions stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, he shows
powerful expansive movement with a slightly high stepping front action.

43

*CH KELINPARK HELLUVA REBEL AZ
Sire: *Indio di Casa Nobili a ED (Imp Ity)

2100405484
Dam: *Ch Kelinpark Sinnamon AZ

65.5cms large, strong, well coloured and pigmented masculine dog of very good type and
proportions, masculine head with strong masking, well set ears and dark eyes, stands with a
high wither, firm back and well moulded slightly short croup, good forequarter where the
upper arm could be a little longer, very good hindquarter, very good chest proportions,
stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, shows powerful movement with very
good reach and drive.

41.

*CH TOUJOUR BEAU THUNDER STORM AZ
Sire: Ch Scherzar Lutz

2100058592
Dam: Incavale Calypso Storm AZ

63cms ideal medium size , strongly pigmented dog of good strength, good overall type and
proportions, masculine head with pronounced masking, medium eye colour, well set ears,
stands with high wither, firm back and well moulded slightly short croup, well angled
forequarter where the upper arm could still be longer, very good hind angulation, very good
chest proportions, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, presented in
slightly heavy condition, shows good balanced movement where the fore reach could still be
more pronounced.

42

*AMBALA ON FIRE AZ
Sire: *Toby vd Plassenburg (Deu) a ED

2100397523
Dam: *Ambala Candy AZ

63cms (upper left canine & 1 incisor removed - GSDCA tooth certificate no. 162 was
provided) Just above medium size, substantial dog with medium bone strength and slightly
stretched proportions, good masculine head with well set ears, the eye colour should be
darker, good length of neck, stands with a level wither, firm back and well moulded slightly
steep croup, good forequarter where the upper arm could still be better angled good hind
angulation, good fore chest and pronounced under chest development, stands correct in
front, steps correct coming and going, moves with good hindquarter drive however the fore
reach should be more pronounced.
All Excellent

Best Dog:

40

